
C L A S S  T W O

DOCUMENTING THE 
UNDOCUMENTED



U.S. President Bill Clinton signs side deal of the three-nation North 

American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) at the White House, 

Washington, D.C., Tuesday, Sept. 14, 1993. Joining President Clinton are, 

from left, former President Gerald Ford, House Speaker Thomas Foley of 
Wash., Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell of Maine, former 

President Jimmy Carter, Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole of Kansas, 

former President George Bush, House Minority Leader Bob Michel of Ill., 

and Vice President Al Gore. PHOTO CREDIT: Ron Edwards, AP



FOLLOW-UP TO WEDNESDAY’S CLASS

-Address Critiques

Lecture v discussion 

Statistics

Technology (padlet and Facebook v 

email)

-library access (Kanopy and articles?)

-follow up with TIRRC

-lunch/small group discussion after 

class: La Hacienda Taquería, 0.8 miles 

South on Nolensville, past 440 on the 

right



ADDITIONAL CRITIQUE/YOUR FEEDBACK 
TO MY REQUEST FOR THINGS YOU’D LIKE 

TO SEE INCLUDED 



UN INTERNATIONAL MIGRANT REPORT 2017



YOUR FEEDBACK TO MY REQUEST FOR 
THINGS YOU’D LIKE TO SEE INCLUDED 

IN OUR REMAINING SESSIONS

“I came hoping to get a better feel for what it is like for 

an undocumented worker and what has helped them 

here to navigate through this (education, jobs, 

housing, and health care).”

Short Film from Univision

https://www.buzzfeed.com/norbertobriceno/documented-vs-undocumented?utm_term=.ib7JM5Yqg#.ykamzNYPL


FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS TO FILM

1) What were some differences you noticed between the left and 

right sides of the screen. Do they seem accurate from what you've 

read, heard and/or witnessed?

2) How does the voiceover affect our viewing and what do you 

think its intended purpose was?

3) How do undocumented children's experiences and treatment 

differ from those of their parents in the U.S.?

4) Roughly how many undocumented immigrants do you believe 

live in the U.S.? What would happen to the U.S. if all of them were to 

decide to go back to their home countries or if they were massively 

deported? In what ways do they fill the needs left by a retiring-age 

Baby Boomer Generation? PEW RESEARCH STATISTICS ON BABY BOOMERS

http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2010/12/29/baby-boomers-retire/


IMMIGRATION Q&A

-Where, as of April, was the largest immigration raid since the 

George W. Bush administration held? 

-How many  workers were arrested and how many of those  were 

detained only for their immigration status?

-Which Nashville-based organization set up intake centers at “local 

churches where relatives could report their loved ones missing”?

-Where did two larger raids take place in June?

-Of the hundreds arrested around a third of them were only 

temporarily detained due to having young children to care for or 

health considerations.

WaPo Link to Article

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/immigration/ice-raids-meatpacking-plant-in-rural-tennessee-more-than-95-immigrants-arrested/2018/04/06/4955a79a-39a6-11e8-8fd2-49fe3c675a89_story.html?utm_term=.ad62e863d3e7


IMMIGRATION Q&A (CONT.)

-Nationally, how many children have been detained in the past 

couple of months and separated from their families? 

-How many does this leave as of yesterday (the court-ordered date 
for reunification)?

-How many of these not yet reunited are in such circumstances 

because their parents were deported from the U.S. already?

-What does reunification look like for these families?

-According to internal documents within the Department of Justice, 
what did Attorney General Jeff Sessions decree earlier this week?



WHO SAID IT? IDENTIFY FROM THE PICTURES THE 

PRESIDENT OR FIRST LADY QUOTED OR DESCRIBED BELOW (OJO: 
ONLY ONE OF THE PEOPLE IS NOT QUOTED OR DESCRIBED):

-Hispanic immigrants labeled him “Deporter-in-Chief” for deporting more 

undocumented immigrants than all of the other presidents of the 20th

century combined

-(s)he was quoted in late June saying: "In the six weeks between April 19 

and May 31, the Department of Homeland Security has sent nearly 2,000 

children to mass detention centers or foster care. More than 100 of these 

children are younger than 4 years old. The reason for these separations is 

a zero-tolerance policy for their parents, who are accused of illegally 

crossing our borders. I live in a border state. I appreciate the need to 

enforce and protect our international boundaries, but this zero-tolerance 
policy is cruel. It is immoral. And it breaks my heart."



WHO SAID IT (CONT.)

-(s)he said “ We are a nation of immigrants. But we are also a nation of laws. It is 

wrong and ultimately self-defeating for a nation of immigrants to permit the kind 

of abuse of our immigration laws we have seen in recent years, and we must do 

more to stop it.”

-(s)he said “I’d like to see something done about the illegal alien problem so 

sensitive and understanding about labor needs and human needs that that 

problem doesn’t come up. But today if those people are here I would reluctantly 

say that they would get whatever it is that society is giving to their neighbors [...] 

Part of my family is a Mexican.”

-To respond to a young girl who was worried about her undocumented mother 

(s)he said, "Well, we have to work on that, we have to fix that and everybody's 

got to work together in Congress to make sure that happens.”

-(s)he recently said "The test of any nation is how we treat the most 

vulnerable among us," at an event in New York. "Laura Bush made that case 

eloquently in The Washington Post this weekend. ... She is absolutely right.”



WHO SAID IT (FINAL SLIDE)

-via a spokesperson, (s)he said (s)he "hates to see children 

separated from their families and hopes both sides of the aisle 

can finally come together.”

-(s)he said the U.S. needs to “welcome immigrants and thank 

them for doing the jobs that Americans won't do. Americans 

don’t want to pick cotton at 105 degrees, but there are people 

who want to put food on their family’s tables and are willing to do 

that. We ought to say thank you and welcome them.”

-(s)he said “Rather than talking about putting up a fence, why 

don’t we work out some recognition of our mutual problems, 

make it possible for them to come here legally with a work permit, 

and then while they’re living and working here they can pay 

taxes.”



IMMIGRATION MYTHS ACTIVITY
IN SMALL GROUPS DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING 

STATEMENTS USING THE QUESTIONS FOUND AT THE END

1: Most immigrants are here illegally.

2: It’s easy to enter the country legally. My ancestors did; why can’t immigrants 

today?

3: Immigrants take good jobs from U.S. citizens.

4: “The worst” people from other countries are coming to the United States and 

bringing crime and violence.

5: Undocumented immigrants don’t pay taxes and burden the national 

economy.

6: Banning immigrants and refugees from majority-Muslim countries will protect 

our country from terrorists.

Consider the following questions to debunk these myths: Where you think this 

myth comes from? Who benefits from this myth? Why is this statement untrue?





HOMEWORK FOR WEDNESDAY 

We will be discussing the 

motivating factors and trends 

of immigration of Hispanics to 

the U.S. on Wed., and if 

possible, I’d like for you to 

view Harvest of Empire (it’s 

available on Youtube).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UyncOYTZfHE


VALERIA LUISELLI’S TELL ME HOW IT 
ENDS: AN ESSAY IN 40 QUESTIONS


